Abstract : This paper focuses on the aircraft landing problem (ALP) and proposes an optimization method for ALP which addresses both the landing routes of multiple aircraft and their landing sequence. The difficulty of solving ALP is to optimize both the landing route and landing sequence of multiple aircraft, even the landing routes of the aircraft may be in conflict. To address this issue, this paper proposes a novel efficient search optimization method based on novelty search, which considers a tradeoff relationship between distance-minimality (i.e., a short route of an aircraft) and diversity (i.e., a variety of landing routes of an aircraft). Through the intensive simulation on a simplified model of Haneda Airport in ALP, the following implications have been revealed: (1) The proposed method succeeded to minimize the total distances of all aircraft while optimizing the landing routes of each aircraft with keeping a diversity of its landing routes, in comparison with the single objective method based on the fitness as distance-minimality or the novelty as diversity: and (2) ven in the aircraft crowded situation, our proposed method could find feasible solutions in all trials, while the fitness-or novelty-based single objective methods could not find them.
Introduction
For safe and economic aircraft landing, it is required to optimize both the landing routes of multiple aircraft and their landing sequence in real-time as the air transport service. Such landing routes and landing sequence are important issues in the field of air traffic control science because air traffic controllers should determine both the landing routes and their landing sequence. This problem is called as the aircraft landing problem (ALP) [1] . To tackle this problem, an optimization method based on dynamic programing (DP) [2] was proposed [3] . However, it is difficult for DP to solve the ALP in real-time because DP needs a huge amount of computational time. Since a lot of aircraft appear continuously in the aircraft crowded situation (e.g., rush hour), it is hard for DP to find feasible landing routes and sequence in the limited calculation time.
For this issue, meta-heuristic methods such as a genetic algorism (GA) [4] have potential of solving difficult problems. From this potential, the optimization methods based on GA were proposed [5] , [6] . In these methods, the solutions (e.g., the landing routes of an aircraft) are converged into the best one by the evolutionary computation mechanism (i.e., the solutions are evaluated according to the fitness, and the solutions having the high fitness value are kept in the next generation). However, such an evolutionary mechanism reduces the diversity of solutions, which is a critical problem in ALP because the diversity of solutions is indispensable to adjust the appropriate interval between the leading and following aircraft especially in bad weather condition (note that an aircraft cannot drastically change its landing route if the evolutionary computation finds the only one best route or very similar routes).
To tackle this issue, this paper proposes an optimization method that optimizes the solutions (from the viewpoint of the route distance) while promoting to increase the diversity of the solutions (from the viewpoint of a variety of the landing routes). Specifically, our proposed method employs the twoobjective evaluation method based on non-dominated sorting genetic algorithms-II (NSGA-II) [7] to consider both distanceminimality and diversity criteria. For the diversity issue, this paper employs the novelty metric proposed by Lehman [8] . To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed method, this paper conducts the simulation of Haneda airport in Japan.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 give a brief description of the related work of the aircraft landing problem and the novelty search. Section 4 proposes the optimization method that optimizes both landing routes of aircraft and their sequence according to the two-objective evolutionary algorithm. Section 5 explains the environment of the simplified Haneda airport and the parameter setting. Section 6 conducts the experiments to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method and discuss the results. Finally, we summarize the contribution of this paper and show the future work in Section 7.
Related Work

Landing Route Optimization
For the landing route planning, T. Tajima proposed an optimization method based on GA [5] . His method employs the grid map where an aircraft flies as shown in Fig. 1 and optimizes the route of the aircraft on the grid map. In this figure, the black squares represent the obstacles which indicate a prohibited area. To generate the route that avoids the prohibited area, a chromosome is represented by a combination of some waypoints where the aircraft changes its direction (note that the JCMSI 0005/18/1105-0409 c 2017 SICE waypoints are represented by the star symbols in Fig. 1 ). In the chromosome (see Fig. 2 ), the genetic locus indicates the coordinate of the waypoints on the grid map as shown in Fig. 1 . Since the chromosome has a variable length, the chromosome having a long length indicates a complex landing route including many waypoints. It is a simple chromosome, however, the waypoints are controlled by the genetic operation. Especially, the mutation operator is related to the control of the waypoints. This operator has three types of operations: moving the waypoint, adding a waypoint to the chromosome, and deleting the waypoint in the chromosome. These three operations contribute to change the distance of the landing route and change direction to the landing route. From this chromosome representation, the landing route is represented by connecting the waypoints as shown in the black line in Fig. 1 . Real environment is transformed into grid map where a prohibited area such as bad weather and obstacles indicates black filled square (see Fig. 3 ). Tajima showed that his optimization method could generate the shortest route of the aircraft avoiding the prohibited area. As another conventional method, Miyazawa et al. proposed the trajectory plan to the destination airport [3] . This method provides the landing route of the aircraft, which satisfies a specified arrival time with base of aircraft data (BADA) [9] . BADA is a physical model and contributes to estimates the arrival time accurately.
What should be noted here is that these methods can only optimize the landing route of the single aircraft, but are hard to optimize the landing routes of multiple aircraft, even though the landing route of a certain aircraft should be designed to consider the other aircraft's landing routes. 
Landing Sequence Optimization
For the landing sequence optimization, Xiao proposed the landing sequence optimization method based on a genetic algorithm (GA) [10] which could generate the landing order of the aircraft in a real environment. His optimization method successfully generated a landing order to minimize the total runway occupancy time of the aircraft in a destination airport. In particular, this method takes a size of each aircraft into consideration because the size of the aircraft gives a significant impact on the landing time interval (LTI) [11] . For example, 228 s are needed in LTI when an aircraft of the category 1 follows the aircraft of the category 4, while 72 s are needed in LTI when the aircraft of the category 4 follows the aircraft of the category 1 (see Table 1 ). This asymmetric relation is a key factor in this optimization. To solve ALP, the total airborne delay has to be minimized.
As another conventional method, Tuniga proposed the landing sequence optimization method which considers conflicts among the landing aircraft around the destination airport [12] . This method can successfully generate the landing sequence without interference of the crossing aircraft. However, this method requires some candidates of the landing routes of aircraft when generating their landing sequence. If these candidates become the infeasible routes due to the bad weather condition, the candidates of the landing routes have to be redesigned to the destination airport. 
Novelty Search
Overview of Landing Route and Order
The novelty-search introduced by Lehman [8] is the radical evaluation method for an individual (i.e., a solution) in population (i.e., solutions). As the main feature of the novelty-search, this method does not employ the fitness function. This is because the fitness depends on a given problem and hard to design an appropriate fitness function for a given problem. From this feature, the novelty-search explores the solution space according to the uniqueness of an individual. The uniqueness of a certain individual (as the target individual) means the difference from the target individual to other individuals as a relative position. Such a difference between the target individual and other individuals is calculated by the Euclidean or Mahalanobis, or other metric [13] .
Novelty Metric
The novelty-search measures how the target individual is unique in comparison with all other individuals. To calculate ρ(x) as the uniqueness of the target individual x, the novelty metric is calculated as follows:
where μ i indicates the individual which is the i th-nearest neighbor in the population. The "dist" function is usually calculated by the Euclidean distance ( x−μ i ). For scoring novelty, a group of individuals as the neighbor is selected from the archive or the population in the current generation. If the individual has high value of novelty, this individual is preserved in the archive population. Since this metric depends on the relation of the individuals, all individual novelty values are calculated every generation. The number of K can be set any value (such as the size of the population size), but it is mostly set at 15 [14] . Figure 4 shows the overview of the proposed method, which consists of the landing route optimization unit and the landing order optimization unit as the hierarchical structure. The optimization process in the proposed method is executed as follows: 1. The landing route optimization unit generates the candidates of the landing routes of each aircraft. For example, X candidates of the landing routes represented by the upper, middle, and lower line routes are generated as shown in this figure. After such a generation, the unit selects some number of the candidates. For example, the top Y among X candidates are selected as shown in this figure. 2. The landing order optimization unit evolves the appropriate combination of the landing routes of all aircraft by GA. Concretely, the chromosome of one individual is composed of the landing routes of all aircraft, each of which is selected from the top Y landing routes of one aircraft. 
Proposed Method
Overview
Aircraft Landing Routes as Path Planning
Detour route generation
In the landing route optimization unit, it is important to select good candidates of the landing routes of each aircraft. For this issue, the candidates are evaluated from the viewpoint of the following two criteria (i.e., distance-minimality and diversity) as shown in Fig. 5: (1) the total distance of the landing route of one aircraft from the current position to the destination airport, and (2) the variety of the landing routes of one aircraft. These candidates of the landing route are generated by NSGA-II [7] which is a major multi-objective optimization algorithm. As shown in Fig. 5 , our proposed method generates several routes including the fourth from top route which is the shortest among the routes and has a high value from the distance-minimality criterion, and the first and second from bottom routes which are far from other route and have a high value from the diversity criterion. Our proposed method considers the diversity criterion in addition to the distance-minimality criterion because the landing routes having high diversity values are indispensable for actual situations such as weather condition changes (e.g., turbulence) and landing route changes of other aircraft. In particular, this is because the pre-optimized landing routes of aircraft become not to be applicable and are not necessary any longer to optimize their landing order due to the situation change. From this fact, the appropriate combination of the landing route of aircraft and their landing sequence should be generated together for safe landing. To tackle this problem, the landing route is designed to includes some detour routes. If the landing order is optimized, the detour routes are added to the generated landing route (see Fig. 6 ) by the following steps:
Step 1: The distance between the waypoints are calculated in the landing route, and the largest distance is selected.
Step 2: The new waypoint is created by randomly selecting one point on the line which is the perpendicular bisector of the landing route. As shown in Fig. 6 , θ indicates the maximum angle from the landing route. In this experiment, we employ 60
• degrees as θ. It should be noted that this route does not indicate the real route. Since this route is simplified representation of gradually changing direction of the aircraft, we employ a large angle.
Step 3: The new detour route is generated by passing the new waypoint created in Step 2, and its distance is calculated.
Step 4: This new detour route is added as one of the alternative routes if this new route satisfies the condition where the detour route does not pass through the prohibited area(the black filled area in Fig. 6 ).
Step 5: Repeat from Steps 2 to 4 until the termination condition (i.e., the number of new detour-routes becomes D) is satisfied.
Evolution of landing route with detour routes
A set of the routes (i.e., the candidates of landing routes) is evaluated according to the distance-minimality and diversity criteria, and their sets apply to the genetic operators (i.e., the crossover and mutation) to find better sets of the routes which have smaller distance to the destination and more different candidates of landing routes.
Overall procedure can be described as follows: (i) Each set of the routes is evaluated from the viewpoint of the position to the destination airport (evaluated by Eq. (2)) and the diversity of the candidates of landing routes (evaluated by Eq. (3)). From the right-side of Eq. (2), distance indicates the distance of the landing route. From Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), the short distance to the destination airport has the good evaluation, while the high diversity of the landing routes has the good evaluation. Note that the main difference of the novelty-value between Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) is that Eq. (1) evaluates the difference of the distance between the solutions (represented by "dist(x,μ)") while Eq. (3) evaluates the difference of the ρ between the solutions (represented by "diff(x,μ)"); (ii) two sets of the routes are selected as the parents, and their offspring are generated by the crossover and the mutation operators; and (iii) the next generation of the population (i.e., the sets of the routes) are selected by the non-dominant sorting and the degree of congestion tournament selection. Equation (4) where distance x and distance μ indicate the distance of the landing route of x and μ respectively calculates the difference between x and μ.
Fitness ind(Distance evaluation
) = 1 distance ,(2)ρ(x) = 1 K K i=1 diff(x, μ i ),(3)diff(x, μ) = |distance x − distance μ |.(4)
Arrival Sequence Optimization
Evolution of landing sequence
In the landing sequence optimization unit, GA is executed to evolve the appropriate combination of the landing routes of all aircraft after selecting the top Y candidates of the landing routes as shown in Fig. 7 . The combination of the landing routes of all aircraft is represented by the chromosome composed of integer values, each of which represents the selected landing route of each aircraft. Overall procedure can be described by the following steps:
Step 1: The landing route of each aircraft is determined from the individual (represented by the chromosome).
Step 2: The intervals of all aircraft are evaluated to check whether the interval constraint condition is met. Step 3: Among the individuals that satisfy the interval constraint condition, the total distance of all aircraft is calculated by Eq. (5) as the evaluation of each individual. In Eq. (5), distance n and M indicate the distance to the destination of the aircraft n and the number of aircraft respectively. Note that the total runway occupancy time of the aircraft in the destination airport become small when the f itness all is small.
Step 4: Two parents are selected from the individuals that satisfy the interval constraint condition by the tournament selection.
Step 5: Offspring are generated from the selected individuals by the crossover and mutation operators. In detail, the uniform crossover is executed and the mutation changes the value in each locus randomly with a certain probability.
Step 6: Repeat from Steps 2 to 5 until the termination condition (i.e., several generations ) is satisfied.
Interval constraint condition
When determining the landing order of aircraft, the aircraft should keep the appropriate interval between the aircraft for safe landing. If the interval is shorter than its regulation, the landing order including such an interval becomes infeasible. To keep appropriate interval, the following interval constraint condition should be satisfied for the landing order:
In this equation, distance n and distance p indicate the distances to the destination of two aircraft n and p, and distance p − distance n indicates the interval between the two aircrafts. If the interval is larger than a threshold r for all possible route combination of two aircraft, its landing order is feasible; otherwise it is infeasible.
Detour route selection
When unexpected situations such as appearance of a new aircraft occur, some aircraft may be required to select their detour routes. Airspace is divided into some segments called sector. In every sector, the aircraft are managed by the air traffic controllers. In this situation, they concentrate on managing aircraft in their own area. From this reason, we define an aircraft coming from out of the sector as a new aircraft. To cope with this situation, the new landing order is explored by GA to find the best new combination of the landing routes of all aircraft including a new aircraft (see Fig. 8.) . What should be noted here is that the landing order is determined by the only landing routes (without considering their detour routes) in the case of a usual situation (i.e., no unexpected situations) but the landing order is determined by not only the landing routes but also their detour routes in the case of unexpected situations. In Fig. 8 , the three aircraft from the top select their own detour routes while the delayed bottom aircraft selects its landing route.
Improvement of Novelty Metric
The landing route optimization unit described in Section 4.2 limits to minimize the total distance to the destination airport of all aircraft according to the same evaluation ratio between the distance-minimality and diversity criteria. This is because the total distance of all aircraft becomes large due to the long landing routes generated by the novelty metric. Since the total distance of all aircraft is required to be minimized, our proposed method is improved by introducing the following two methods: (1) the importance sampling and (2) the limited range of diversity.
Importance sampling
In order to explore the shorter landing routes against the longer ones, the importance sampling method applies a weighted factor in Eq. (7) to the original novelty metric as shown in Eq. (8) as follows:
In Eq. (7), d min indicates the shortest distance to the destination airport among all landing routes in one aircraft, distance indicates one distance selected from those of all landing routes, and W is the parameter to change the density around the shortest distance. In this way, the nearest neighbours around the shortest distance of the landing route take priority to be evaluated. Figure 9 (in the upper left graph) shows the image of the importance sampling where many shorter landing routes are explored in comparison with the longer landing routes.
Limited range of diversity criterion
To explore the shorter landing routes against the longer ones as another way of importance sampling, our method limits a range of diversity of routes. In detail, the landing route can be only evaluated within the predetermined range of the distance. Figure 9 (in the upper right graph) shows the image of the limited range of diversity criterion where only the landing routes in the square area (i.e., the shorter landing routes) are evaluated while those in the other area (i.e., the longer landing routes) are not evaluated. Such a range limitation is done by the following condition:
In Eq. 9, β indicates the parameter of the landing distance. If β is low, the range of the distance is narrow, and d min indicates the minimum distance of landing route in the current generation. According to this equation, the landing distance is longer than the value of β times d min , then the value of Eq. (8) takes zero. 4.4.3 Integrated approach Figure 9 (in the lower graph) shows the image of applying both the importance sampling and the limited range methods. The biased search by the two methods contributes to exploring the shorter landing routes against the longer ones effectively. Figure 10 shows the algorithm of our proposed method. In detail, the population of the landing route of each aircraft (P ind(0) ) is initialized in lines 1 and 2. In this operation, the initial landing route selects a waypoint randomly. This waypoint indicates the point of changing the direction of the aircraft. The parameters M indicates the maximum number of aircraft, and P ind indicates the population (in particular, P ind(0) is the initial population). After the population initialization, the landing routes of one aircraft are evolved from lines 3 to 7, where T indicates the maximum number of the generation by the landing optimization unit. In this process, two individuals are selected as the parents from the population, and the offspring are created through the crossover and mutation operations with a fixed probability to be added to the population. This algorithm corresponds from line 4 to line 6. The offspring are evaluated by their fitness (Eq. 2) from the viewpoint of the distance to the destination airport and their novelty (diversity (Eq. 3)) from the viewpoint of the improved novelty metric in line 5.
Algorithm
This cycle of one aircraft is repeated until T generations in lines 7 and 8, and the whole cycle of all aircraft is repeated in lines 9 and 10. After evolving the landing route of all aircraft, the population of the landing sequence of all aircraft (P all(0) ) is initialized in line 11. This individual randomly selects one landing route of each aircraft. Then, the landing order of all aircraft is evolved to explore an appropriate combination of the landing route of all aircraft in the landing order optimization unit. In the algorithm, this description corresponds to from lines 12 to 17. In this process, two individuals are selected as the parents from the population, and the offspring are created through the crossover and mutation operations with a fixed probability to be added to the population. This algorithm corresponds to line 13. Here, the aircraft which is optimized once for the landing sequence selects a detour route or the landing route which is selected at previous optimization timing in order to reduce the total runway occupancy time. The others which appear in this time select one landing route from the candidates of landing routes. The offspring are evaluated by their fitness from the viewpoint of the total distance of all aircraft in line 14, and the population is updated in line 14. This cycle is repeated T times in lines 16 and 17.
Expriment
Aircraft Landing Problem at Haneda Airport
We conduct simulations of ALP in a simplified model of the Haneda airport. We focus on this airport because of the highest air traffic in Japan, which means that we can cope with ALP in other airports if we can in the Haneda airport. For this issue, the idea of a grid map (25×25) is employed as introduced in [5] . We created a simulated map to consider some aspects of the real environment such as a route of a departure aircraft and the military area. This map is created by the two dimensional plain where the aircraft fly and its size is a 250 km × 250 km 2 as shown in Fig. 11 . This paper does not consider altitude (consider only 2D) because we focus on the situation where aircraft fly near the airport, which can assume the following: (1) the constant (horizontal) speed of all aircraft, and (2) mostly 2D dimensions, which does not need to consider the vertical speed of the aircraft and its altitude. Such assumptions are based on the real operation that the air traffic controllers control the aircraft in such condition by giving an order of the aircraft with the almost same speeds and the almost same altitudes. Around the Haneda airport, the aircraft should avoid the prohibited area (represented by the black squares) for military purpose, which fixes the final approach place (represented by the small square) when the aircraft land to the Hanada airport (represented by the star shape). Although the landing aircraft which are bound for the Haneda airport come from east or west side, we focus on the landing aircraft from west side, where the aircraft appear in the left rectangle area in the left side in Fig. 11 . The number of the arrival aircraft in the west side is 70 % of the total number of the arrival aircraft in the Haneda airport. This airport which has four runways and can manage both west and east side separately. In detail, the number of the landing aircraft which appear in the area is three per five minutes. This is the maximum number of the aircraft from the current capacity of the Hanada airport, i.e., the maximum capacity of the landing aircraft in the Haneda airport is around the 30 aircraft per one hour (= three per five minutes) [15] . 
Cases
To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed method, the following two cases are tested:
This case compares the results of our proposed methods with those of the fitness-and novelty-based optimization methods as the single-objective optimization in the not-crowded situation. From now, we call the distance-based optimization method instead of the fitness-based optimization method for easy understanding. (This is because our proposed method has two fitness functions. One is calculating the distance of the landing route, and the other is calculating the total distance of all aircraft to optimize the landing order. To distinguish these two fitness functions, we use the distance-based method as the fitnessbased method.) In this case, in particular, we focus on the notcrowded situation where the nine aircraft appear in the left rectangle area from t = 0 to t = 10 (three aircraft appear on the map every five minutes). Concretely, the first three aircraft appear at t = 0 minutes, the second three aircraft appear at t = 5 minutes, and the third three aircraft appear at t = 10 minutes. This situation requires to optimize both the landing routes and sequence of all aircraft three times.
• Case 2 (Crowded situation) In this case, we investigate to optimize the landing routes and the landing order of aircraft by our proposed method. In this case, in particular, we focus on the crowded situation where the total number of 30 aircraft appear in the left rectangle area from t = 0 to t = 45 (three aircraft appear every five minutes).
Evaluation Criterion and Parameter Setting
As the evaluation criterion, we employ the total distance to the airport of all aircraft to evaluate their total runway occupancy time in the airport. As the parameters in this simulation, on the other hand, we employ the following parameter setting for NSGA-II and the simple GA as shown in Table 2 . Note that parameters k, W, and β are the number of nearest neighbor for novelty, the weight for importance sampling, and the weight for the limited range of diversity, respectively.
To investigate whether our method successfully optimizes its order that reduces the occupancy time of the destination airport, we conduct the following two experimental cases; in case 1, this system optimizes each aircraft route and landing order at five minutes' intervals. The maximum number of appearance of aircraft is three at one time. Once aircraft routes had been determined, the aircraft must cruise along the course of chosen route. It is required to optimize landing sequence. In case 2, we experimented on the map from the t = 0 to t = 45 as one trial and we took nine trials. In this case, we investigate whether our proposed method can optimize both the landing routes and order 10 times (i.e., from t = 0 to t = 50).
Evaluation criterior and parameters
We used the following parameter setting for NSGA-II and simple GA (Table 2 ). At first, we supplement parameters; k, W, and β are the number of nearest neighbor for calculation of novelty, the weight for importance sampling and the limited range of diversity for each aircraft respectively as previously 
Experimental Results
Case1 (Not-Crowded Situation)
6.1.1 Total distance of all aircraft in three methods Table 3 shows the results of the three methods, i.e., the total distances to the airport of all aircraft at t = 0 and t = 10. In this simulation, we conducted 25 trials (by changing random seeds), whose trial number is shown in the left side of the table. The slant stripe shows the shorter total distance of all aircraft than that of the other methods while the dotted label shows longer one in the same trial. The infeasible label means that the aircraft cannot land to the airport satisfying the interval constraint condition between the aircraft. In both tables, the advantage of our proposed method was statistically significant in comparison with the distance-or novelty-based single objective methods by the 0.5 percent level. The Wilcoxon test is used for this test.
When focusing on the distance-based optimization method, the number of the infeasible solutions (i.e., the infeasible landing sequence of all aircraft) drastically increases from t = 0 to t = 10, which means that it is hard to optimize the landing sequence by only considering fitness value as the number of the aircraft increases. In such a situation, the various length of the landing routes are required to keep an appropriate interval between aircraft, but the distance-based optimization method cannot generate various length of distance due to search of minimum distance.
When focusing on the novelty-based optimization method, on the other hand, this method can obtain feasible solutions (i.e., the feasible landing sequence of all aircraft) in all 25 trials. This is because this method can generate the various length of the landing routes by the novelty metrics. However, this method is hard to minimize the interval distance of the landing aircraft at the upper level. From these results, factors of both novelty and distance are required to optimize both the landing routes and sequence of all aircraft. Table 4 indicates the minimum interval distance of the landing order at t = 0 and t = 10. The result of the distance-based method cannot meet the interval distance of landing aircraft in some trials. While, our proposed method and the novelty-based method can keep the appropriate interval of the landing aircraft. These reveal that the novelty metric contributed to obtain the feasible landing order which satisfies the restriction of the interval distance of the aircraft.
Analysis of landing routes in three methods
To understand the obtained results in Tables 3 and 4 , we analyze the landing route and its interval between the aircraft in the three methods. Concretely, we focus on the second trial among 25 trials in Table 3 (i.e., the total distance at t =0). Figure 12 shows the landing routes of the three aircraft in the three methods. In this figure, the these lines indicate the landing route of the three aircraft (ID is the identification number of the aircraft). Note that the right-lower corner in the square provides the enlarged version around the waypoints. Figure 13 , on the other hand, shows the interval between the aircraft. In detail, the upper in this figure shows the interval between the first and second aircraft while the lower shows the interval between the second and third aircraft. The value of 9.26 km is the limitation of the interval. From these results, we find that the landing routes are taken a little longer by our proposed method and the novelty-based method in comparison with the landing routes Table 3 Total distance of all aircraft at t =0 and 10. Table 4 Interval distance at t =0 and t =10. by the distance-based method (see the squares in Fig. 12 ). The landing intervals by our method and the novelty-based method are satisfied with the constraint condition (9.26 km), but the landing interval between ID1 and ID2 by the distance-based method is not satisfied with the condition. Table 5 indicates the distance to the airport of the three aircraft ranked from the top to the fourth alternative landing routes. In detail, the most left, the middle left, the middle right, and the most right values are the shortest, the second shortest, the third shortest, and the fourth shortest distances to the airport of each aircraft, respectively. Among these values, the white numbers with the black back color is the determined distance of each aircraft. Furthermore, Table 5 (a), (b), and (c) indicates the alternative results of our proposed method (represented by novelty + distance), the novelty-based optimization method (represented by novelty), and the distance-based optimization method (represented by distance), respectively.
From this table, the distance-based optimization method in Table 5 (c) can find the shortest distance of each aircraft but is hard to find a variety of the landing routes of each aircraft because the aircraft ID1, ID2, and ID3 have the only one or two alternative landing routes due to the evolution by the only fitness evaluation. From Table 5 (b), the novelty-based optimization method can find various distance to the airport by generating by various landing routes of each aircraft because all the three aircraft (from ID1 to ID3) have four alternative landing routes. However, this method is hard to minimize the distance to the airport. This can be seen in the distances (191.34 of ID1 and 220.77 of ID3) which are larger than those in our proposed method.
Finally, Figs. 14 and 15 indicate the solutions of the landing routes of all the aircraft in the two methods (i.e., the noveltybased optimization method and our proposed method). In these figures, the vertical and horizontal axes indicate the value of the novelty metric and the distance from the current position to the destination airport of the three aircraft, respectively. From these results, we find that the distance to the airport of all the three aircraft (from ID1 to ID3) in the novelty-based optimization method does not reach the shortest in comparison with that in our proposed method (see the left side solution in ID1, ID2, and ID3). In Fig. 14 , the solutions are irregular in length. In other words, the distribution of solutions are not distributed uniformly. On the other hand, the solutions are distributed uniformly, and there are a lot of solutions around the minimum distance in Fig. 15 .
In Table 5 , this table shows distance of each solutions are ranked in the top four in the three methods. As is shown in this table, the distance-based optimization method can find the shortest landing distance, while this method leads less diversity of individuals. ID1 and ID3 select the shortest landing route of own candidates except ID2. GA has a feature of natural selection to search the optimal solution and almost all solutions have the same distance of the landing route (i.e., the shortest distance). As this reason, only fitness evaluation leads less combination for group solutions.
Next, we analyze the solutions based on the single objective of novelty. The evaluated solution which is far from the others has high evaluation value based on the novelty search. This mechanism contributed to obtain various distance of the landing route. Therefore, this method can obtain feasible solutions in all trials (in all 25 trials) but it is bad effect on the distance-minimality. In Fig. 14, ID1 , ID2, and ID3 in novelty solutions could not reach the shortest distance in comparison with the multi objective method (see Fig. 15 ). Table 5 shows the distance at top 4 solutions in ascending order. Both the single objective method based on novelty and the multi-objective method could obtain various distance solutions. Various solutions contribute to arrange a landing sequence. In fact, these two methods with novelty metric successfully optimize landing sequence at the optimization timing of t = 10 of optimization in all trial. Our proposed method has a higher possibility to find the feasible landing order than the distance-based method. Our proposed method also has higher potential to decrease the total runway occupancy time than the novelty-based method. From these results, trade-off relationship in the candidates of landing route (the lower level) contributed to obtain the landing order which keeps the appropriate landing distance of aircraft and decreases the total runway occupancy time. Figure 16 indicates the landing route of all the aircraft at trial 2. From ID1 to ID3, from ID4 to ID6, from ID7 to ID9 indicate the landing route at t = 0, t = 5, and t = 10, respectively. Some aircraft selected a little long distance of landing route to keep the interval Fig. 16 Landing routes of all the aircraft. distance. Figure 17 shows the averaged total distance to the airport of all the aircraft in the crowded situation, where three aircraft are added every five minutes until t = 45. In this figure, the vertical and horizontal axes indicate the total distance to the airport of all the aircraft averaged of nine trials and the time, respectively. In detail, our proposed method optimizes the landing routes and sequence of the three aircraft at t = 0, optimizes those of the six aircraft at t = 5, and repeats to optimize those of all the aircraft until t = 45. From this figure, the averaged total distance of all the aircraft gradually increases and converges at around 1500 km from t = 20. Note that 14 aircraft continually fly from t = 20 meaning that this situation is crowded. This result suggests that our proposed method can continue to generate the feasible landing routes and sequence even the area around the airport becomes crowded. ing and the following aircraft. The horizontal axis indicates the sequential order of optimized six aircraft in t = 45 of the ninth trial. The left bar graph is the shortest distance of the candidates of landing routes and the right is the distance of the selected landing route for the landing sequence. Figure 18 (b) shows the distances of the shortest and the selected landing routes. The vertical axis indicates the distance of landing route to the destination airport. The horizontal axis indicates the identification of the aircraft. In Fig. 18 (b) , the aircraft of ID3 did not select the shortest landing route because the shortest distance in ID3 was not satisfied with the constrained condition of the interval between the aircraft. If ID3 had selected the shortest landing route, the three out of five intervals between the aircraft did not satisfy the constrained condition of the interval between the aircraft. On the other hand, almost all these selected routes were the shortest landing routes except ID3. The landing route of ID3 was a little longer distance in comparison to the shortest one of the candidates. Such a long distance of the landing route contributed to lead the feasible landing sequence.
Case2 (Crowded Situation)
This result implies that our proposed method optimizes landing sequence stably in the simplified model of the Haneda airport. Especially, about 14 aircraft were flying at t = 45 on the crowded condition.
Conclusion
To tackle the aircraft landing problem (ALP), this paper proposed the optimization method which addressed both the landing routes of multiple aircraft and their landing sequence. In detail, our proposed method consisted of the optimization method for the landing route and the optimization method for the landing sequence as a hierarchical structure. For coping with the aircraft crowded situation, in particular, our proposed method employed the novelty search to consider a tradeoff relationship between distance-minimality (i.e., a short route of an aircraft) and diversity (i.e., a variety of the landing routes of an aircraft). For this issue, we applied these two metrics (i.e., distanceminimality and diversity) into the two-objective evolutionary computation based on NSGA-II. Concretely, one evaluation criterion is based on the fitness (representing the route distances) as distance-minimality, while the other evaluation criterion is based on the novelty (representing the variety of the landing routes) as diversity.
To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed method, We conducted simulation on the simplified model of the Haneda airport in ALP and found the following implications: (1) The proposed method succeeded to minimize the total distances of all aircraft while optimizing the landing routes of each aircraft with keeping a diversity of its landing routes, in comparison with the single objective method based on the fitness as distance-minimality or the novelty as diversity. Concretely, the advantage of the proposed method was statistically significant in comparison with the fitness-or novelty-based single objective methods by the 0.5 percent level; and (2) even in the aircraft crowded situation, our proposed method could find the feasible solutions in all trials, while the fitness-or novelty-based single objective method could not find them. These two implications suggest that it is important to consider both distance-minimality (of the route distance) and diversity (of the landing routes) for improving the efficiency and robustness of the landing route and sequence in ALP.
Our proposed method not only gives one solution for the increasing demand for the transportation of the aircraft but also helps controllers when determining the aircraft landing routes and their sequence. What should be noted here is that the above results have only been shown from the Haneda Airport in ALP. This suggests that further careful qualifications and justifications, such as an application to other airports, are needed to generalize our results. These two implications show a potential of considering both distance-minimality (of routes) and diversity (of routes) for improving the efficiency and robustness of the landing route and order in ALP. Such a proposed approach has the possibility to solve other problems such as a vehicle routing problem. Such important directions must be pursued in the near future in addition to the following future research: (1) We explore adjusting the importance sampling (α), the limited diversity (β), and the novelty metric (K). (2) It is required to improve the simulation of experiment on for fuel consumption to be applied to the trajectory based air traffic control.
